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            Abstract
Drought, a recurring phenomenon with major impacts on both human and natural systems1,2,3, is the most widespread climatic extreme that negatively affects the land carbon sink2,4. Although twentieth-century trends in drought regimes are ambiguous5,6,7, across many regions more frequent and severe droughts are expected in the twenty-first century3,7,8,9. Recovery timeâ€”how long an ecosystem requires to revert to its pre-drought functional stateâ€”is a critical metric of drought impact. Yet the factors influencing drought recovery and its spatiotemporal patterns at the global scale are largely unknown. Here we analyse three independent datasets of gross primary productivity and show that, across diverse ecosystems, drought recovery times are strongly associated with climate and carbon cycle dynamics, with biodiversity and CO2 fertilization as secondary factors. Our analysis also provides two key insights into the spatiotemporal patterns of drought recovery time: first, that recovery is longest in the tropics and high northern latitudes (both vulnerable areas of Earthâ€™s climate system10) and second, that drought impacts11 (assessed using the area of ecosystems actively recovering and time to recovery) have increased over the twentieth century. If droughts become more frequent, as expected, the time between droughts may become shorter than drought recovery time, leading to permanently damaged ecosystems and widespread degradation of the land carbon sink.
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                    Figure 1: Response functions for drought recovery time.


Figure 2: Spatial pattern of drought recovery time.


Figure 3: Decadal changes in drought recovery.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Variable importance scores.
a, Covariates by rank of variable importance. b, Covariates by value of relative variable importance. Scores allow the skill of a trained Random Forest to be decomposed and mapped to individual covariates. Box plots are based on all possible combinations of GPP dataset and integration time. The box range covers the 25th to 75th percentiles; whiskers extend from about the 0.50th to 99.50th percentiles; outlying values are given by open circles. Red crosses give the composite value from the weighted median with weights given by the length, in years, of each GPP dataset. Both panels are sorted by median value from smallest rank (highest importance) to largest rank (lowest importance). Variable importance is calculated as the total decrease in residual sum of squares, averaged over all trees, from splitting on the target covariate (see Methods). CO2 indicates CO2 fertilization (p.p.m.), LULCC is land-use and land-cover change relative to the pre-industrial baseline, MAP is mean annual precipitation 1971â€“2000, and MAT is mean annual temperature 1971â€“2000.


Extended Data Figure 2 Spatial gradients of recovery time.
a, Pre-drought GPP. b, GPP amplitude. c, MAP. d, MAT. Mapped values for a and b are based on the mean across all events (all GPP datasets, all integration times, and all time steps) by grid cell. For c and d the covariates from training the Random Forests algorithm (see Methods) are used directly. Recovery time is then projected spatially by matching response function values with each mapped factor by grid cell. To highlight spatial patterns values are expressed as difference in recovery time (âˆ†t) relative to median recovery time by factor; red (blue) values indicate where a given factor is spatially associated with longer (shorter) drought recovery times. White areas are water; grey areas are barren or did not experience any relevant drought events.


Extended Data Figure 3 Enviroclimatic spatial gradients associated with recovery time.
a, Mask of normalized biodiversity â‰¤â€‰0.2; these areas show an increase in recovery time with decreasing biodiversity across space. b, MAP. c, MAT. d, LULCC. Values in parentheses give areal extent as percentage. Aggregated types include Barren (tundra, desert, polar desert, rock, ice), Tree/Grass (shrublands, savannah, riparian/riverine systems) and Forest (all forest types).


Extended Data Figure 4 Recovery time for moderate droughts.
a, Recovery time as a function of drought severity (mean SPEI by drought event) and return intervalâ€”calculated as the number of months between successive drought events for a given pixel but excluding the first drought event and droughts where no recovery is observed. This is a representative subsample of 5,000 events from MsTMIP using 1-month SPEI as shown. The grey surface is a smoothed surface to aid visual interpretation. b, Mean recovery time by 50 equidistant bins of return time and drought severity. c, Number of drought and recovery events for each bin in b; note log scale.


Extended Data Figure 5 Response functions of recovery time relative to burned area.
MsTMIP and upscaled FLUXNET, with 1-month SPEI integration time, for 1997â€“2010â€”overlap with GFED data44 used to calculate burned areaâ€”shown. The trained Random Forests algorithm used both fire regime43 and burned area44 in addition to the standard set of covariates. Burned area is highly skewed; its 90th percentile is 0.035, such that the data support is concentrated at smaller burned area fractions. Burned area was used in training the Random Forests algorithm, given by its maximum value, for a given pixel, during drought and subsequent recovery. Both fire regime and burned area have low importance scores and are ranked 12 and 13.5, respectively, out of 16 covariates.


Extended Data Figure 6 Spatial patterns of recovery time.
Panels show mean recovery time by grid cell for all combinations of GPP dataset and integration time. Colours denote recovery time as shown. Inset values show number of drought and recovery events, n. White areas are water, barren, or did not experience any relevant drought events.


Extended Data Figure 7 Response function similarity.
Panels a to n show similarity score (correlation) across all possible combinations of GPP dataset and integration time by covariate. Each panel gives the covariate name and median of all off-diagonal scores. Integration time and GPP dataset are abbreviated in the y-axis labels as numberâ€“letter couplets (the number indicates the integration time in months, the letter indicates the GPP dataset (M, MsTMIP; F, upscaled FLUXNET; R, remotely sensed MODIS); for example, 12R indicates MODIS using a 12-month SPEI integration time. Panel o gives the cumulative distribution function of all (nâ€‰=â€‰924) off-diagonal scores. Thin horizontal red lines show, from bottom to top, the 10th, 25th and 50th percentiles. Over 75% of all similarity scores are greater than 0.70, with an overall median of 0.90; only 7% of all scores are negative.


Extended Data Figure 8 Response function similarity.
Each colourmap pixel shows the similarity score (correlation) between the mirroring and fixed window approaches to calculate the pre-drought baseline across the common time frame for all three datasets (2000 to 2008). a, 3-month fixed window (overall similarity median of 0.97). b, 6-month fixed window (overall similarity median of 0.96). Integration time and GPP dataset are abbreviated as numberâ€“letter couplets as in Extended Data Fig. 7.


Extended Data Table 1 Skill of the trained Random Forests algorithmFull size table
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        Editorial Summary
Ecosystem drought recovery
Droughts affect ecosystem carbon storage, but the factors influencing ecosystem recovery from droughts remain poorly understood. This study finds that gross primary productivity recovery times from droughts are strongly associated with climate and carbon cycle dynamics and to a much lesser extent with biodiversity and carbon dioxide fertilization. The authors find that recovery time is longest in the tropics and high northern latitudes. They also observe that the area of ecosystems under active recovery and the length of recovery time have increased globally over the twentieth century. If future droughts become more frequent this may lead to a chronic state of incomplete recovery with adverse consequences for the land carbon sink.
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